**Awards (2017/18)**

2018:

**Dr. Cyril M. Kay Graduate Studentship**
The Cyril M. Kay Graduate Studentship was established to recognize a high caliber graduate student conducting cancer research at the University of Alberta. CRINA partnered with the Alberta Cancer Foundation (ACF) to offer this award. Award value: $27,000 per annum for a maximum of 2 years plus research allowance in the amount of $1500.

**ACF-CRINA Summer Studentships**
CRINA partnered with the ACF to provide five undergraduate students with stipend support to conduct cancer research in CRINA members’ laboratories. Award value for each recipient: $1500 per month for a period of 4 months.

**Travel Awards**
As a result of a generous donation, CRINA provided three travel awards to outstanding graduate students to attend the 18th Biennial Canadian Neuro-Oncology meeting which focused on recent advances in the field of brain cancer research. Award value for each recipient: $500.

2017:

**Travel Awards**
CRINA partnered with the ACF to provide twelve travel awards to graduate students to attend the 2017 Canadian Cancer Research Conference (Vancouver, BC) attended by over 1000 researchers. Award value for each recipient: $800.

**ACF William Herbert Young Cancer Research Graduate Studentship**
CRINA partnered with the ACF to provide a scholarship to an outstanding graduate student conducting cancer research. Award value: $27,000 per year for up to 2 years including a $1500 research stipend.

**La Vie En Rose Scholarship**
As a result of a generous donation from La Vie En Rose, CRINA awarded a scholarship to an outstanding graduate student conducting breast cancer research. Award value: $8000 per annum for a period of two years.

**Innovation Awards**
As a result of a generous donations made to our partner Wild Pink Yonder, CRINA collaborated with WCHRI to award two innovation grants to CRINA members to support breast cancer research. Award value: Two $50,000 research grants for a two-year period.